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My invention relates to musical instruments, 
more particularly to reed instruments played by 
the breath. 

In a conventional device referred to as a har 
monica, an elongated fiat tooth-like melabér 
referred to as a comb has attached to opposite 
faces reed plates, usually of metal, Supporting a 
plurality of reeds which are positioned and slip 
ported in registry with elongated apertures or 
slots in the plates. These slots and reeds register 
with the spaces between the teeth of the comb 
member. These plates are usually nailed or 
stapled to the fiat elongated comb. Positioned 
over the plates to protect the reeds and provide 
a smooth exterior are cover plates, likewise nailed 
or stapled to the comb. The comb is usually of 
hard wood. The reeds themselves are usually 
thin elongated metal ribbons secured to the plate 
by means of separate rivets so as to lie adjacent 
the slots and in registry therewith. 

In assembly the comb and the reed plates are 
inore or less aligned by eye, the nails extend 
through the reed plates into the comb. The cover 
plates are then also nailed to the comb. In fixing 
the reed plates and cover plates alignment can 
be and is frequently affected and the nails or 
staples are not always as tight as they should be. 
This permits the reed plates under certain condi 
tions to vibrate along with the reeds causing 
impure tones and lack of resonance. Lack of 
tightness also causes loss of air, thereby increaS 
ing the energy required for operating the instrul 
ment and causing inferior quality of tone. In 
time nails or Staples become loose, not only due 
to use but also due to the fact that the wood of 
the comb, because of absorbed moisture, alter 
nately swells and contracts. This may permit 
shifting of the reed plates and contact between 
reeds and the comb teeth, thus destroying the 
value of the instrument. 
Another objectionable feature to the use of 

wood combs is that it is extremely difficult to 
nake one comb the exact duplicate of another. 
This requires more adjustments in a SSembly and 
increases the time of assembly which is required. 
The alternate swelling and contraction of the 
Wood, due to absorption of noisture, may also be 
the cause of Cracks in the wood, thereby affecting 
clarity of tones and resonance, and rendering the 
instrument to be in most cases unplayable. 

It is customary to make the comb in such a way 
that the longitudinal axis coincides with the 
grain of the wood, the teeth being cut across the 
grain. As a result it is difficult to round the ends 
of the teeth of the comb, the resulting sharp 
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edges causing irritation of the lips and tongue of 
the player. 
With the usual nailed construction it is impos 

sible to either clean or repair the instrument or 
to tighten up the parts once they become loose, 
because renoving the nails Ol' Staples damageS 
the instrument beyond repair as a rule. 

It is, therefore, an object of tily invention to 
provide an improved musical instrument of the 
read type which is played by the breath. 
Another object of my invention is to provide 

such an instrument which may be quickly, accu 
sately, and autornatically lined up, thereby in 
creasing production and insuring a more accurate 
construction. 
Another object of my invention is to provide an 

instrument which is air-tight and in which the 
various elements are firmly and tightly secured 
together as a compact unit. 
Another object of my invention is to provide a 

comb of a construction aid material which elimi 
anates absorption of moisture, loosening of the 
p3.rts and cracking and which can be accurately 
Yadie and duplicated. 
A. Still further object of my invention is to 

provide Such an instrument which may be dis 
Sembied for cleaning and which can be easily 
regaired or tightened. 
These and other objects will appear hereinafter. 
Tile novel features which I believe to be chat 

acteristic of my invention are set forth with par 
ticularity in the appended claims, but the inven 
tion itself will best be understood by reference to 
the following description taken in connection with 
the accompanying drawing in which Figure 1 is 
a pian view with parts broken away to show de 
tails of construction, Figure 2 is a section taken 
along the line 3-2 of Figure 1, Figure 3 is an 
explodied view in perspective showing details of 
costillction and method of assembly, Figure 4. 
is a plan of a detail showing the reed plate and 
reet, and Figure 5 is a section taken along the 
line S- of Figure 4. 

in accordance with ny in Veration ployide ai 
eiongated flat comb member having a plurality 
of teeth 3, 2 and 3 rounded as indicated. This 
comb plate is provided with a pair of shoulders 

and 5 extending along one longitudinal edge 
for purposes to be described. I preferably mould 
this comb element of some plastic material, thus 
insuring accurate and like pieces under all con 
ditions. The molded comb is not subject to 
splitting, will not absorb moisture and thus will 
not contract and expand under playing condi 
tions and loosen the parts of the instruments. 
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Because of the rounded teeth, no irritation is 
caused by contact of the tongue or lips With the 
teeth on the comb. 

It is highly desirable that the reed plates should 
be tight against a surface of the comb and that 
no air escape during playing except by the reeds. 
The reed plates 6 and ti are secured to opposite 
faces of the comb. O by means of the screws and 
nuts 8, 9 and 20. They are assembled by in 
serting the reed plates and comb plate in a fix 
ture, the reed plates being slightly wider than the 
comb so that pressure may be exerted against 
the free edges to push the plates against the 
shoulders 4 and 5. The Screws and nuts are 
then positioned in place and the plates tightened 
down against the comb by drawing up the screws 
and nuts. This not only tightens the plates 
against the opposite faces of the comb, but also 
places the edges tightly against the shoulders 4 
and fS to further insure a mechanically tight 
and air-tight assembly. This prevents shifting 
Of the reed plates and binds the reed plates and 
comb solidly into one compact body which in 
proves the tone as to clearness and volume. As 
pointed out above, the shoulders Serve to estab 
lish a close contact with the reed plates and 
thereby act to prevent escape of air which re 
duces the consumption of air While playing the 
instrument and improves the tone besides making 
the instrument easy to play. The shoulders fur 
ther serve to bind the reed plates and comb ele 
ment into one solid, tight body. The shoulder 
also permits uniform and accurate assemblv Of 
the elements of the instrument as the shoulders 
serve as an end base for the reed plates. 
cover plates 2 and 22 may then he positioned 
OVer the reed plates and Sectiled to the rom and 
reed plates by nuts and screws such as 25 and 26 
passing through the cover plates, reed plates 
and comb. 

Because of the fact that the elements are 
bolted together, they may easily be taken apart 
for cleaning and repairing or may be easily 
tightened without any harm or damage to any 
component parts. 
quality of the instrument. 

In accordance with my invention the reed 
plates are provided with a plurality of slots, such 
as 30 shown in Figure 5, with which the reed 
element, such as 3, registers. The reed 3 is 
provided with a square head 32, which is aper 
tured. The reed plate 6 is provided with an 
extruded portion 33 which is received within the 
aperture within the head 32 of the reed. The 
eXtrusion is then peened over as at 45. In this 
Way an extra element is saved and an extra op 
eration of inserting a rivet through the aper 
ture in the reed plate and the reed is also elimi 
nated. If desired the extruded portion could be 
made Square as Well as the aperture in the reed f' 
So that the reeds are automatically and accurately 
positioned when received over the extrusion, 
While I have indicated the preferred embodi 

ments of my invention of which I am now aware 
and have also indicated only one specific appli 
cation for which my invention may be employed, 
it will be apparent that my invention is by no 
means limited to the exact forms illustrated or 
the use indicated, but that many variations may 
be made in the particular structure used and the 
purpoSe for Which it is employed Without de 
parting from the Scope of my invention as set 
forth in the appended claims. 
What I claim as new is: 
1. A reed instrument including a molded 
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4 
elongated plate-like comb element of plastic ma 
terial and having along one edge shoulders hav 
ing inside shoulders normal to the Surface of 
said plate-like comb element, and a plurality of 
teeth along the other edge, reed plates co 
extensive with said comb element and each hav 
ing one longitudinal edge in engagement with an 
inside surface of a shoulder, the other longi 
tudinal edge of each of said reed plates extend 
ing slightly beyond the ends of the teeth of said 
comb element, said comb element and Said reed 
plates having registering apertures extending 
therethrough adjacent said shoulder and Screw 
means for maintaining said reed plates and Said 
comb element in engagement, and cover plates 
extending coextensive with said comb element 
and said reed plates, the ends of said comb ele 
ment, reed plates and cover plates having regis 
tering apertures extending therethrough, and 
Screw means boltiing said reed plates, cover plates 
and comb element conifactiy and tightly to 
gether, said reed plates having reeds registering 
With the Spaces betwee: id teeth, said plates 
having integral extil politions extending 
through the reeds and peened over against Said 
reeds to secure said reeds to said plates, Said 
teeth being roundad at their outer ends, Said 
reed plates permitting pressure to be applied to 
Said other longitudinal edges upon assembly of 
Said instrument whereby said screw means can 
be tightened to lock the elements of Said in 
Stirument in aligned and tight assembly. 

2. A reed instrument including a rinolded elori 
gated plate-like comb element of plastic mate 
rial having along one edge shoulders having in 
Side Surfaces normal to the Surfaces of the plate 
like comb element, and a plurality of teeth along 
the other edge, the ends of said teeth on said 
comb element being rounded, reed plates coexten 
SiVe with Said comb elehent and each having one 
longitudinal edge in engagement With an inside 
Surface of a shoulder, the other longitudinal edge 
of said reed plates extensing slightly beyond the 
ends of the teeth of Said comb element, Said comb 
element and said reed plates having registering 
apertures extending therethrough adjacent said 
shoulders, and Screw means for maintaining said 
reed plates and Said Cori) element in engage 
ment, cover piates extending coextensive with 
Said comb eleinent and Said reed plates, the ends 
of said comb element, reed plates and cover plates 
having registering aperuras thcrethrough, said 
reed plates perihitting pressure to be applied to 
the other longitudinal edges upon assembly of 
Said instrument whereby said screw means may 
be eXtended through Said registering apertures 
for bolting said reed plates, cover plates and coinh 
element in aligned and tight assembly. 

3. A musical instrument including a molded, 
elongated, plate-like element of plastic material 
and having a plurality of teeth along one edge 
and Shoulders having inside Surfaces normal to 
the opposite faces of said plate-like comb ele 
Inent at its opposite edge, a reed plate coexten 
Sive With each face of said comb element and 
having one longitudinal edge in engagement with 
an inside surface of a shoulder, the other longi 
tudinal edge of said reed plates extending slight 
ly beyond the ends of the teeth of Said comb 
element and means clanping said reed plates 
against Said shoulders and the faces of Said comb 
element, the ends Of Said teeth of Said comb ele 
ment being rounded, said reed plates permitting 
preSSure to be applied to Said other longitudinal 
edges upon assembly of said instrument whereby 
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said clamping means can be locked in place with 
the elements of said instrument in an aligned 
and tight assembly. 

4. A musical reed instrument including a 
molded, elongated, plate-like comb element of 
plastic material having along one edge shoul 
ders having inside surfaces extending from op 
posite faces of and normal to the faces of said 
plate-like comb element, a reed plate on each 
face of Said comb element and coextensive of said 
comb element and having one longitudinal edge 
in engagement with the inside surface of an 
adjacent shoulder and means clamping said reed 
plate against the face of said comb element, the 
thickness of said reed plate and the height of 
said shoulder being substantially the same where 
by Said shoulder and the surface of said reed 
plate are flush with each other, the other edge 
of Said reed plate extending slightly beyond the 
ends of the teeth of Said comb element, the 
ends of said teeth being rounded, said reed plates 
permitting pressure to be applied to said other 
edges upon a SSembly of said instrument whereby 
Said clamping means can be locked in place with 
the elements of Said instrument in an aligned 
and tight assembly, 
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